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St.&David’s&Room,&The&Strand,&London&on&June&10th&2013   
  
Tre poesie per pianoforte      CD1:&Tracks&335 
I  Agitato 
II  Tenero 














Silverpoint         CD2:&Tracks&236 
I   
II   
III   





Two Graveyard Sonnets        CD2:&Tracks&738 
(Words by Charlotte Turner Smith)   
I  Sonnet LXVII 























Chapter& 2&offers& two& techniques,&which&both&use& rhythmic& rotation& in&order& to& create&
varied&repetition.&




Chapter& 5& discusses& one& use& of& isorhythm& by& Olivier& Messiaen& and& offers& a& further,&
personal&approach&towards&the&technique.&
Chapter& 6& gives& two&methods& by& which& harmonic& transformation& is& achieved& through&
incremental&intervallic&alterations.&
Chapter&7& takes&a& general& glance&at& the&musical& language& specific& to& the&portfolio& and&
suggests&possible&musical&forebears.&
Chapter& 8& reiterates& the& importance& of& compositional& techniques& as& observable&
mechanisms& through& which& varied& repetition& can& be& achieved,& and& then& details& some& of& the&
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eschew& literal& thematic& or& motivic& repetition,& and& instead& resolved& to& coordinate& certain&&
“coloristic,& rhythmic,&and& textural&effects”&which& in& turn& form&“characteristic&kinds&of&events& that&
are& distinct& and& followable”.3 &Meanwhile& Philip& Glass& embraced& the& minimalist& compositional&
technique& of& limiting& materials& to& just& “a& few& elements”,& and& implementing& a& procedure& of&
substantial& repetition& and& additive& or& subtractive& processes& to& engender& a& gradual&
metamorphosis.4&
& Although& both& composers& have& enjoyed& a& great& deal& of& success,& their& compositional&
approaches&have&not&been&without&criticism.&In&1984&the&American&composer&Ned&Rorem&launched&
a& barbed& attack& on& Elliott& Carter’s&music,& viewing& it& as& constructed& less& for& the& general& listening&











the& “startling& lack& of& charm”& in& Carter’s& music,& referring& in& part& to& the& shortage& of& repetition:&
“Carter&declares&his&dislike&of&it,&which&is&just&as&well;&we&need&listen&to&his&work&but&once”.6&Even&
those&more& sympathetic& to& Carter’s&music& have& taken& issue&with& his& compositional& processes.& In&
2008&the&American&music&critic&and&composer&Greg&Sandow&accused&Elliott&Carter&of&being&naïve&in&




critic&Mildred&Coon& focused&her& attention& on& the&monotony&of& the& “never& varying& rhythms”& and&
harmonies&that&“consisted&of&only&the&most&elementary&pitch&relationships”.8&She&continued:&“Glass&
would&occasionally&nod&his&head&to& indicate&to&the&other&players& that& it&was&time&to&add&another&
note&to&the&theme,&or&to&make&some&other&slight&change&in&the&phrase.&Then&this&phrase&would&be&
repeated& several& times…& It& went& on& for& 90& minutes”.9&& Other& music& critics,& such& as& Yayoi& Uno&
Everett,&admit&that&the&repetitive&nature&of&Philip&Glass’s&music&made&it&difficult&to&endure.&While&
referring&to&a&1985&Philip&Glass&Ensemble&concert,&she&recounts:&“[t]hirty&minutes&into&a&concert&of&
the& Philip& Glass& Ensemble,& many& headed& for& the& exit.& I& myself& couldn’t& take& the& relentlessly&
repetitive&music”.10&
& Carter’s& thematically& nonTrepeating&music& and&Glass’s& thematically& extraTrepetitive&music&
are&therefore&both&problematic.&With&Carter&so&reliant&on&distinct&‘characteristic&events’&to&create&
musical&cohesion,&it&is&debatable&that&his&thematically&nonTrepeating&compositions&are&consistently&













himself& felt& that&the&minimalism&heard& in&the&music&of&Glass&and&his&contemporaries&Steve&Reich,&
Terry&Riley&and&La&Monte&Young,&required&only&a&“passive&engagement”&on&the&part&of&the&listener,&





This& musical& polarity& provides& the& inspiration& behind& my& own& compositional& approach.& My&
intention& is& to& place& myself& at& an& intermediate& point& in& the& nonTrepeating/extraTrepetitive&
discussion&by&attempting&to&create&a&music&that&avoids&being&“fixated…&and&lacking&in&variation”,12&
but&which&simultaneously&evades&the&creation&of&a&soundTworld&where&difference&is&“more&evident&
than& resemblance,& thus& annulling& the& sense& of& repetition”.13&In& short,& it& is& vital& to& me& that& the&
listener&hears&the&same&thing,&only&differently.&&
My&intention&is&to&develop&particular&compositional&techniques&that&concurrently&generate&
or&support&both&continuity&and&difference.& In&essence&what& I& intend&to&create& is&a&sense&of&varied&
repetition&in&each&piece.&
A& composer& who& has& used& the& kinds& of& techniques& that& I& intend& to& develop& is& Igor&
Stravinsky,& who,& in& the& 1950s& developed& a& method& –& initially& discernable& in& Ernst& Krenek’s&
Lamentatio( Jeremiae( Prophetae( [1941T2]& –& of& “rotations& and& transpositions”& of& a& given&
hexachord. 14 && Joseph& N.& Straus& demonstrates& how& hexachordal& rotational& arrays& function& in&
Stravinsky’s&A(Sermon,(a(Narrative,(and(a(Prayer&[1960T1]:&
&
“Stravinsky&normally&used&only& four,&untransposed& forms&of& the& series:& a&prime&
(P),&an& inversion&starting&on&the&same&first&note&(I),& the&retrograde&of&the&Prime&
(R),&and&the&inversion&of&the&retrograde,&starting&on&the&same&first&note&(IR).&The&























Prayer)& creates& both& repetition& and& variation.&Here& Stravinsky& reiterates& the& common& tones& that&





































The& simultaneous& creation& of& reiteration& and& variance& evident& in( A( Sermon,( a(Narrative,(
and(a(Prayer&has&provided&me&with&a&starting&point&in&my&search&for&compositional&techniques&that&
can&help&create&varied&repetition,&and&therefore&place&my&music&somewhere&between&Carter&and&
Glass& repetitionTwise.& It& is& thus& my& intention& throughout& the& accompanying& portfolio& to& offer& a&





Certain& terms& are& used& interchangeably& throughout& this& commentary& in& order& to& reinforce& the&
notion&that&reiteration&is&exact&in&terms&of&pitch,&rhythm,&timbre&and&all&other&musical&parameters.&
The&terms& ‘repetition’,& ‘reiteration’&and& ‘replication’&are&therefore&used&synonymously,&as&are&the&
terms&‘variation’&and&‘varied&repetition’,&which&I&use&to&identify&any&moment&where&a&musical&idea&
or& object& has& taken& on& a& new& likeness,& which&makes& it& in& some&way& audibly& different& from& the&
original&idea.&&
From& this& point& onwards,& that& original& musical& idea& or& object& will& be& referred& to& as& the&
‘parentTevent’,&and&its&varied&reappearance&will&be&referred&to&as&the&‘variationTevent’,&in&order&to&
distinguish&between&the&two&concepts.&&&
The& term& ‘supporting’& found& in& the& title& refers& to& the& manner& in& which& the& technique&
discussed&either&generates&through&its&own&internal&functions&the&emergence&of&a&variationTevent,&
or&provides&the&underpinning&material&over&which&the&variationTevent&can&occur.&
I& use& the& terms& ‘parameter’& and& ‘aspect’& interchangeably& to& describe& musical& elements&
such&as&pitch,&rhythm,&dynamics&etc.&&
The& term& ‘trigger’,& as& found& in& chapter& three& is& used& to& refer& to& any& instance& where& a&
musical& event& engenders& a& change& in& the&music& in& some&way.& For& example,& an& interval& class& 11&






































If& an&ordered& set&of&hexachords&can&be& rotated,& then& it& stands& to& reason& that&a& rhythmic&
series,& or& even& Babbit’s& Time& Point& System& as& described& above,& could& also& undergo& various&












The&notion&of&constantly& recycled&musical& ideas& forms& the&core&principle&behind&Anaphora& for&DT
trumpet& and& piano.& Here& an& everTshifting& (but& alwaysTfamiliar)& soundTworld& is& created& in& which&





piece,& the& quaver& is& the& basic& rhythmic& unit,& while& the& series& established& uses& sixteen& quavers,&





echoes& the& music& heard& in& the& trumpet& part& during& the& previous& 10& bars& (Soave,( calmo).& The&
technique&is&then&reproduced&in&b.&115&in&the&right&hand.&The&result&is&quasiTimitative,&and&offers&a&











tritones,& and& very& occasionally& other& intervals& in& addition.& This& harmonic& freedom,& which& is&


















A& second& allusion& occurs& in& b.& 121,& containing& a& further& motivic& exchange& between& the& two&
instruments.& Between& these& first& two& manifestations& of& the& motif& the& pitch& centre& fluctuates,&
briefly& settling&on&E♭&between&bb.&121T124,&before&a&continual& chromaticTdescent& is&heard& in& the&
left&hand&towards&the&E&in&bb.&128.&In&b.&126&the&trumpet&alone&carries&the&third&allusion,&while&the&



























not& as& a& means& of& selecting& moments& of& attack& or& silence& in& order& to& generate& form,& but& as& a&
supporting&technique&for&the&reemergence&of&particular&motivic&ideas.&In&this&instance,&rather&than&
relying& fully&on& cyclical& developments&or& the&occurrence&of&mutations&during& the&process&of& selfT
replication,&the&technique&provides&the&scaffolding&with&which&to&aid&the&various&reconstructions&of&













A& similarly& simple& application& of& rotation& in& the& portfolio& appears& in& Lōtós,& for& solo& bass& flute,& a&
programmatic&work& tracing& the&events&of&Odysseus’s& journey& to& the& island&of& the& Lotophagi.& The&




“In& Selbstportrait& each& pianist& uses& his& left& hand& to& depress& and& hold& silent&
clusters.& Meanwhile,& the& right& hand& plays& fast& and& continuous& quavers& crissT








“Its& fourfold& organic& growth& is& achieved& firstly& through& harmonic& expansion,&
secondly& through& the& development& of& legato& groups& amongst& the& stuttering&
quavers,&thirdly&through&a&greater&preponderance&of&blocked&keys&causing&ever&
longer& silences,& and& finally,& by& means& of& an& emerging& hocket& of& fragmented&
quavers.”20&
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shifting& ascending& and& descending& scales,& and& then& applies& the& touches( bloquées& technique& to&
those&scales,&and&the&omitted&notes&are&subsequently&rotated&through&the&different&scalic&degrees.&
The&specific&harmonic&qualities&of&each&individual&scale&are&highlighted&as&the&blocked&notes&allow&
the&ear& to& focus&on&particular& intervals&within&those&scales,&and&the&sense&of&a&shifting&harmonic&






If& the& first& scale&we& are& presented&with& is& the& locrian&mode,& and& the&mediant& and& subT

























& During& the& fifth&phase& the&mode&changes& to& the&wholeTtone&scale,&but& the&blocked&notes&
continue&in&the&previous&manner.&As&the&submediant&is&blocked&in&the&fourth&phase&and&there&is&a&
note&less&in&the&wholeTtone&scale,&the&blocking&in&phase&five&shifts&to&the&wholeTtone&“tonic”&of&C.&









Both( Anaphora& and& Lōtós( contain& examples& of& how& rotation& can& alter& the& rhythmic& or&
harmonic&qualities&of&a&musical&idea,&both&in&terms&of&providing&the&scaffolding&for&various&musical&
! 17: 























Birtwistle’s& preoccupation& with& achieving& a& multiTdimensional& kind& of& music& unearthed& some&
interesting& innovations.& In& the&1980s&his& gradual& shift& away& from&a&melodyT/nonTmelodyTlayering&
towards&more&“complex&mass&textures”&allowed&for&an&increasingly&multiTtiered&sense&of&strata&in&
pieces&such&as&Earth(Dances& [1986]&and&Endless(Parade( [1986].23&The& increasing&sense&of& textural&
development& generated& by& this& strataTbased& compositional& process& proved& just& as& fruitful& in& his&
smaller&chamber&pieces.&&
Duets( for( Storab& [1983]& for& two& flutes& provides& one& example& of& the& aforementioned&




church&of& lies’& is&such&that&at& its&densest&point&the&music&hints&at&the&existence&of&more&than& just&
two&instruments&(in&the&ensemble),&a&notion&which&is&supported&by&Birtwistle’s&choice&of&beaming&in&



























occur&whereby&significant&melodic,&harmonic&and/or& rhythmic&events& that&characterize& the&music&
can&be&reintroduced,&gradually&engendering&a&return&to&the&original&texture.&&
This&forms&the&basic& idea&behind&the&second&movement&of&Silverpoint,& for&flute&and&string&
quartet,& originally&written& as& part& of& an& artistic& collaboration&with& silverpoint& artist& Adrian&Haak.&
Here& the& music& is& characterized& by& a& staggered& alternation& between& arco& and& pizzicato& in& the&




to& unfurl& them& from& their& clusters& and& reinstate& the& jerking,& juddering& character& of& the& opening&
section.& This& process& is& completed& in& b.& 39&where& the&music& segues& into& the& final& section& of& the&
movement.&&
Taking& a& closer& look,& bb.& 1T20& establish& the& character& of& the&movement&with& the& strings&
continually&breaking&off&and&then&stuttering&back& into&action.&Subsequently,&b.&21&takes&the&same&
pitches& from&b.&1&and&compacts& them& into& the&aforementioned&clusters,& creating&a&much&sparser&
texture.&Figure&18&gives&the&original&positioning&of&the&pitches&in&bb.&1T4,&circling&the&notes&that&will&




































As&early& in& the&process&as& the& third&cluster,& the& spreadingTout&of&pitches&has&begun,&with&
the& single& chord& splintering& off& into& two& different& chords,& and& by& the& fifth& grouping& the& by& now&
familiar&cello&figure&reappears.&By&bb.&35T39&the&likeness&between&the&two&sections’&corresponding&


































this&method& of& composing,& in& the& form& of& two& senza(misura& passages& during&which& the&musical&





the& score&will&be&analyzed&here.& If&bb.&82,&83,&85&and&86&are& isolated,&with& the&bass& clarinet&part&
































Figure& 26& (p.& 28)& details& the& new& notes& added& to& the& clarinet’s& three& cycles.& Here& six& notes& are&
counted& in&order& to& create& a& numerical& relationship&between& the&hexachord& itself& and& the&notes&
yielded.&
Once&all&the&pitches&have&been&selected&for&reintroduction&and/or&eradication,& it& is&made&
clear& that& the&music& should& be& played& senza(misura.& Bar& numbers& are& given& in& brackets& to& aid&
counting,& and& bar& lines& are& given& between& staves,& as& they& merely& offer& approximate& pitch&














































Two& important& points& arise& from& this& analysis.& First,& the& idiosyncratic& set& of& parameters&
applied&to&the&final&senza(misura&section&of&Plumes&allows&the&material&generated&throughout&the&
section& to& stem& entirely& from& the& blueprint& itself.& Unlike& the& rhythmic& arrays& in&Anaphora,& the&
blueprint&in&Plumes&does&not&underpin&any&other&musical&materials.&Second,&textural&enrichment&is&
made&possible&by&the&reintroduction&of&pitches,&which&is&not&the&case&in(Silverpoint,&where&almost&
all& of& the& pitches& are& retained,& and& the& resultant& texture& grows& instead& through& a& splintering& of&
compacted&clusters.&&
Most&important&is&the&musical&reasoning&behind&the&use&of&these&techniques.&In&the&case&of&
Silverpoint& the& clusters& create& a& sparse& musical& contrast& to& the& languid& flute& melody,& which& is&
















































Up& to& this& point,& the& techniques& discussed& have& required& relatively& large& timeframes& for& varied&
repetition& to& occur.& Attention& will& now& turn& to& a& longTestablished& technique,& which& enables&
variation&over&much&shorter&timeframes.&
& For& centuries,& the& sequence&has&provided&composers&with&a&means&of&extending&a&motif,&
through&transposition&on&different&scale&degrees.&Modernists&have&also&used&(the)&sequence&as&an&
effective& developmental& tool.& According& to& musicologist& Christopher& Mark,& Michael& Tippett’s&
treatment&of&sequence&evolved& from&an&“essentially& traditional”&approach& to&one&which,& through&
its&“lack&of&a&uniTdirectional&process”,&epitomized&Tippett’s& later&“modernist&agenda”.26&Mark&uses&
Tippett’s&oratorio&A(Child(of(Our(Time& [1944]&to&provide&an&example&of&Tippett’s&more&traditional&
use& of& sequences.& In& Figure& 27& the& alto& aria& entitled& ‘The& argument’& demonstrates& an& almost&
entirely&literal&use&of&sequence,&which&aids&the&direction&of&the&harmony&first&through&the&relative&
(G♭)& major& (as& Mark& points& out,& E♭& minor& is& contradicted& by& the& notated& signature),& and& then&










Mark& argues& that,& as& Tippett’s& personal& style& progressed,& his& approach& to& the& sequence&
evolved& with& it.& In& his& Third& Symphony& [1970T2]& he& begins& to& embed& sequences& within& a& less&





























my& tutor,& Dr& Rob& Keeley,& begins& with& a& nineTbar,& eightyTeightTnote& exercise.& Here,& a& passage& of&
music&features&every&single&note&of&the&piano’s&full&range,&each&played&only&once&throughout.&The&
use&of&the&entire&keyboard&range&is&effectively&serialized.&The&purpose&of&this&exercise&is&to&force&the&
composer& to& find& ways& to& create& a& sense& of& harmonic& cohesion& despite& the& harsh& registeral&
restrictions&(assuming&the&composer&wishes&to&achieve&such&cohesion).&One&method&that&surfaced&




Tre( poesie( per( pianoforte( contains& numerous& examples& of& this& idea,& starting& in& the&
aforementioned& introduction.& Once& the& initial& threeTnote& figure& is& heard& (a& nod& to& the& opening&
gesture&of&Alexander&Scriabin’s&PoèmeZNocturne,(Opus(61&[1911T12]),&what&follows&is&a&semiquaver&
quintuplet& descent& curtailed& by& two& straight& semiquavers,& with& a& quaver& triplet& in& the& left& hand&
offset&by&a&simple&crotchetTquaver&figure&in&the&right&hand,&giving&the&impression&of&a&rallentando.&


















































In& the&second&movement,&one&can&see&an&example&of&a&halfTsequence& (Figure& 31),&where&
only&certain&pitches&are&transposed&within&a&rhythmic&sequence.&In&b.&15,&the&left&hand&implies&an&







Throughout& this& spiraling,& contorted& sound& world,& audible& examples& of& intervallic& augmentation&
offer& clarity& amid& the& density.&One& example& of& this& can& be& found& in& the& left& hand&of& bb.& 8T13.& A&
descending&set&of&dyads&in&the&lower&voice,&with&intervals&that&gradually&augment,&are&bound&to&a&
chromatic& descent& from& A♭& to& C& (bb.& 8T12)& in& the& upper& leftThand& voice,& mirroring& the& overall&
downward& trajectory.& The& interval& class& 11& intervals& heard& between& the& two& voices& are& all& that&
keeps&the&sequence&in&motion,&as&there&is&no&established&rhythmic&identity&to&those&intervals&during&
the& gradual& descent.& The&downward& course&begins&with& the& left& hand&A♭ and&A,& and& continues&
through&the&following&G♭&and&G,&the&F&and&G♭, D&and&E♭,&and&C&and&D♭.&Because&in&some&cases&
there& are& two&notes& in& the& above& chromatic& descent&before& the&7th& leap& instead&of& just& one,& the&
interval&of&transposition&occasionally&switches&from&a&tone&to&a&semitone&and&back;&notice&how&the&
initial&A♭&moving&down&to&the&A&minor&dyad&is&transposed&down&a&tone&at&first&(to&G♭/G,&and&then&
down& a& semitone& (to& F/G♭).& The& E& in& b.& 10& only& provides& a& momentary& interruption& to& this&















Bb.& 66T68& of& the& third& movement& contain& a& further& example& of& broken& sequence.& The&
opening&notes&of&each&quintuplet&form&a&descending&sequence&by&interval&class&2.&This&is&also&true&
of& each& subsequent& minim& or& dotted& minim.& The& second& notes& of& each& quintuplet& stretch& the&
interval& of& transposition& from&a& semitone& to& a& tone,&while& the& last& two&notes&of& each&quintuplet&











All&of& these&methods& through&which&a&sequence&can&be&broken&were& inspired&by&Michael&
Tippett’s&development&of&the&technique.&In&his&use&of&sequence,&Tippett&provides&us&with&examples&
of& its& clarity,& its& flexibility&and& its& capacity& for& supporting&altered&motifs&or&melodies&within&often&

























Another& example& of& a& durable& compositional& technique& that& aids& varied& repetition& is& isorhythm,&
which& has& for& centuries& offered& composers& the& opportunity& to& (faithfully)& repeat& nonTaligned&
harmonic&and&rhythmic&sequences&while&allowing&the&relationship&between&those&aspects&to&alter&
their& appearance.& Once& a& distinguishing& feature& of& the& fourteenth& century& motet,& the& device&
became& a& useful& compositional& tool& in& the& twentieth& century,& with& composers& such& as& Olivier&
Messiaen&pioneering&new&uses&for&the&technique.&&
& There& are& few& more& prominent& examples& of& twentieth& century& isorhythm& than& in&
Messiaen’s&Quatuor(pour(la(fin(du(temps&[1941].&The&first&movement,&‘Liturgie&de&cristal’,&features&a&
repeating& pattern& played& by& the& piano& and& another& by& the& cello,&while& the& violin& part& imitates& a&
nightingale’s&song&and&the&clarinet&part&imitates&a&blackbird’s&song.&The&piano&part&contains&a&talea&
consisting&of&seventeen&unequally&spaced&attack&points&and&the&coloring&of&twentyTnine&chords.&The&
cello& part& contains& a& nonTretrogradable& rhythm& of& twentyTsix& durations,& which& in& itself& contains&












In& a& sense& Messiaen’s& use& of& isoryhthm& as& a& platform& over& which& the& freer& violin& and&






Henhwedhel& (the& Cornish& translation& of& “Legend”)& is& a& twentyTfirst& century& symphonic& poem,&
following&the&legend&of&the&River&Tamar.&In&this&tale,&two&gnomes&living&in&the&underground&world&of&




hours&of& the&morning& to&explore.&On&one& such&occasion& she&met& two&giants,& Tavy& and&Tawridge,&
who& both& fell& madly& in& love& with& her.& One& morning& the& two& giants,& who& had& become& tired& of&














Henhwedhel( contains& six& sections,& each& one& consisting& of& an& idea& and& a& variation& of& that& idea&
through&which&the&section&is&enlarged.&In&short,&the&structure&is:&
A,&& & B,& & C,& & D,& & E,& & F.&








the& previous& two& values& together& and& subtracting& a& value& of& 1& (for& example,&1+231=2,&2+231=3,&
! 40: 










As&seen& in&the&following&table,& the&first& three&musical& ideas&are&varied&and&enlarged&by&a&
factor&of&one,&essentially&doubling&the&length&of&those&sections.&Sections&four&and&five&are&enlarged&































































to& me& to& complement& the& way& in& which& a& major& river& with& a& large& enough& catchment& area&
increases&in&size&as&it&flows&from&its&source&to&its&mouth.&In&my&choice&of&sequence,&I&felt&that&the&
slower& increase& in& the& initial& values&of& the&Padovan&Sequence&afforded&a&more&gradual& sense&of&
expansion& than,& for& example,& those& of& the& Fibonacci& Sequence.& Thus& the& Padovan& Sequence&





Proportional& enlargement& is& achieved& through& a& subdivision& of& beats& as& opposed& to&
duration&or&number&of& bars.& It&would&be&unrealistic& to& expect& a& conductor& to&be& able& to& achieve&
anywhere& near& the& correct& time& frame& in& each& variation& to& literally& equal,& double& or& triple& the&
timings&of&an&initial& idea.&A&tempo&change&is&also&included&during&the&final&variation,&which&makes&














































It& was& important& to& keep& in& mind&Henhwedhel’s& riverTcontext& when& considering& models& for& my&
orchestral& treatment,& particularly& regarding& the& outer& sections& of& the& piece.& I& intended& to& begin&
with& strings& only,& to&mirror& the& humble& beginnings& of& a& river& and& the& small& initial& values& of& the&
Padovan& Sequence,& and& Tōru& Takemitsu’s& Requiem( for( String( Orchestra& [1957]& provided& a&
significant& source& of& inspiration.& In& the& opening& moments& of& his& requiem& Takemitsu& achieves& a&
great& expressive& quality& through& a& slow& tempo,& angular& melodies& and& a& rich& chordal&









other& rhythmic& units,& as& evidenced& in& the& climax& in& bb.& 204T206& where& the& River& Tamar& finally&
meets&the&sea.&
& The& final& section& of& Henhwedhel,& from& b.& 141,& is& influenced& by& the& ‘Jardin& du& sommeil&
d’amour’& from& Olivier& Messiaen’s& TurangalîlaZSymphonie& [1949].& The& use& of& vibraphones& and&
woodwinds,& the& frequent& interspersion& of& major& chords& among& the& dissonances& (such& as& the& FT
major&chord&in&b.&200),&and&the&slow&tempo&and&oftenTquiet&dynamics,&all&combine&to&represent&the&
Tamar’s&gentle&progress&towards&the&Plymouth&Sound.&&
& Jean& Sibelius’s& Oceanides& [1914]& provided& a& useful& model& for& the& structuring& of&
Henhwedhel.& Daniel& M.& Grimley& describes& the& work& as& proceeding& “through& a& series& of& three&
generative,&waveTlike&cycles”&(ATB,&A1TB1,&CTA2),&during&which&the&recycling&of&two&subjects&(A&and&B)&
allows&both&for&a&strong&impression&of&the&depth&and&size&of&the&ocean,&and&for&the&storm&to&gather&
and& develop& throughout& the& toneTpoem& towards& its& waveTcrash& climax.34 &In& Henhwedhel& the&
developmental&A1&section& follows&on& immediately& from&the&preceding&A&section,&with& the&process&
repeating&over&five&further&sections&to&mirror&the&everTdeepening,&everTexpanding&character&of&the&
River&Tamar.&









chords).& This& orchestral& treatment& has& allowed&me& to& create&melodic& strands,& which& are& passed&
between&the&woodwinds&and&brass&and&supported&by&a&simple&string/percussion&accompaniment,&
as& opposed& to& a& more& contrapuntal& set& of& textures.& This& treatment& seemed& appropriate& to& the&





The& overlapping& of& talea& and& color& form& the& essence& of& isoryhthm,& which& distinguishes& it& from&
ostinato.& In&bb.&111T140,&Henhwedhel(adapts& this& isorhythmic&principle& so& that& two&series,&which&
move& independently&of&each&other&and&of& the& surrounding&material,& are&coloured&by&chords& that&
match&the&rhythmic&durations.&Once&the&series&have&been&established,&certain&phases&of&each&series&
are& silent,& or& implied,& thereby& exposing& the& inner& workings& of& the& opposing& series.& Just& as& the&
















In& each& case,& we& hear& three& phases& of& each& series& and& then& two& phases& are& silent.&
Throughout&the&30Tbar&variation,&twelve&phases&of&the&first&duration&are&heard/implied&and&twentyT
one&phases&of&the&second&duration&are&heard/implied.&We&therefore&hear&phases&1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12&
of& the& first& series,& and& phases& 1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12,13,16,17,18,21& of& the& second& series.& While& this&
process& is&unfolding&the&musical&statements&heard& in&the&woodwinds&and&brass& in&bb.&96T110&are&
repeated& throughout& the& variation& over& the& two& series,& but& with& more& time& between& the&
































stability& of& each& set,& while& the& omission& of& particular& phases& of& each& heightens& the& sense& of&
overlapping.&The&result&lies&somewhere&between&isorhythm&and&phase&shifting.&Though&overlapping&
occurs,& there& is& no& overlapping& in& any& one& instrumental& part& between& a& talea& and& a& color.&
Furthermore,& although& the& section& contains& two& rhythmically& stable& series,& these& are& juxtaposed&
against& the& two& harmonically& flexible& colors.& The& music& therefore& rejects& the& strict& patterning&
typically&found&in&phase&shifting.&&
While&Olivier&Messiaen&successfully&exploited&the&uneven&relationship&between&a&talea&and&




































Transformation,&or&a&marked&change& in& form,&nature&or&appearance,& is& a&natural& consequence&of&
varied& repetition.& It& is& the& composer’s& prerogative& to& decide&which&musical& parameters& they&will&
transform,&and&to&what&degrees&those&parameters&should&be&transformed.&In&the&romantic&period&
the& concept& of& the& theme& offered& composers& an& audible& musical& object,& which& could& be&
transformed&in&order&to&signal&important&structural&or&developmental&moments&in&the&music.&&
& In& the& twentieth& century,& composers& such& as&Witold& Lutosławski& used& transformation& as&
part& of& the& inner& harmonic& processes.& In& the& 1950s,& Lutosławski’s& compositional& developments&
included&what&he&eventually&termed&his&“chain”&technique,&whereby&musical&variations&or&episodes,&
as& heard& in& the& ‘Passacaglia’& from& his& Concerto( for( Orchestra( [1954],& did& not& “begin& and& end&
together…&but&instead&were&staggered,&like&the&links&in&a&chain.”36&Lutosławski&then&began&to&apply&
particular& harmonic& techniques& to& these& “chains”,& such& as& in&Musique( Funèbre’s& second& section&
[1958],&where&there&are&“twelve&metamorphoses,&in&each&of&which&the&principal&line&is&based&on&a&
different&transposition&of&the&row&proceeding&counterTclockwise&around&the&cycle&of&fifths,&with&the&








In& Lutosławski’s& later& music,& he& further& developed& this& kind& of& harmonic& innovation.& As&
Stephen&Stucky&notes,&the&concept&of&complementation,&“the&practice&of&deriving&the&notes&of&one&
voice&or&layer&from&among&those&not&present&in&a&second&voice&or&layer”&was&one&that&Lutosławski&
utilized& to& great& effect& during& his& middle& and& late& periods.38&One& work& in& particular& in& which&








Here& the& complementation& technique& allows& the& listener& to& place&him/herself&within& the&
larger& structure& of& the& piece,& despite& the& changeable& order& of& the& preludes& themselves.& Thus,& in&
Preludes( and( Fugue,& Lutosławski& used& the&metamorphosis& from&one& hexachord& into& another& not&












observe,& as& the& daylight& changed& and& numerous& people& continued& going& about& their& lives,& the&





& This& idea& is& reflected& in& the&harmony&of& the&piece,& by& establishing& relationships&between&
two&particular&scales.&This&idea&is&at&its&most&structurally&significant&during&the&fourth&section&of&the&
piece&(bb.&94T182),&the&only&point&where&several&different&moods&are&heard&in&full&simultaneously.&





to& the& vibraphone& are& those& of& Scriabin’s& “Prometheus”& or& “Mystic”& chord& (separatedTout),& and&
those& available& to& the& clarinet& and& piano& are&what& I& have& termed& the& “Incremental& Scale”& (both&
scales&are&detailed&in&Figure&42).&Gradually&the&pitches&are&altered&one&by&one&so&that&by&b.&173&the&
available& pitches& have& been& swapped,& with& the& “Prometheus& Scale”& audible& in& the& clarinet& and&
piano&parts&and&the&“Incremental&Scale”&appearing&in&the&vibraphone&part.&This&gradual&altering&of&
pitches&is&achieved&by&the&use&of&triggers&as&discussed&in&the&analysis&of&Plumes,&but&in&this&case&the&
trigger& is& the& interval&of&either&an&octave&or&a&compound&octave.&Whenever& this& interval& is&heard&
between&the&clarinet&and&piano&parts&the&next&stage&in&the&process&is&triggered.&Figure&43&lists&all&of&
the&occurrences&of&the&octave&triggers.&The&use&of&dynamics&mirrors&this&scalic&metamorphosis,&with&
the& clarinet& and& piano’s& gradual& diminuendo& set& against& the& vibraphone’s& crescendo.& & The& brass&





























signalling& the& arrival& of& a& new& prelude,& in& Moods,( Metamorphosing& the& process& of& intervallic&
modification& indicates& the&exact&position&of&each&subdivision&of& the& fourth&section.&Furthermore,&






Metamorphosis& need& not,& however,& be& cyclical,& and& in& Two( Graveyard( Sonnets& we& have& an&
example&of&a&different&intervallic&method&which&supports&a&similar&scalic&variation&to&that&found&in&
Moods,(Metamorphosing,& but& instead& of& a& reinstatement& of& certain& scales& by& way& of& a& gradual&




[1827],&are&examples&of&the&British&“Graveyard&School”&of& literature&that&began& in&the& late&1700s&
and& usually& included& gloomy& meditations& on& mortality.& Both& sonnets& are& set& in& a& disused&
churchyard& during& a& storm.& In& Sonnet& XLIV,& I& chose& to& set& the& contemplative,& sorrowful& text& to&
smooth& melismaTfree& melodies,& which& move& stepwise& through& the& music,& against& a& turbulent,&
polyrhythmic&piano&part.&The&writing&style&is&similar&in&Sonnet&LXVII,&but&with&the&linear&vocal&part&
and&polyrhythmic&piano&writing&punctuated&by&violent,&stormy&outbursts.&
& Sonnet& LXVII& contains& a& process& whereby& four& rising& figures& are& established,& and& this&
sequence&of&pitches&is&then&intervallically&augmented&during&six&phases&throughout&the&rest&of&the&
sonnet.& These& moments& of& harmonic& strictness& are& set& against& the& free,& momentTtoTmoment&
harmonic&writing&heard&throughout&the&rest&of&both&sonnets.&In&b.&1,&the&pitches&from&the&left&hand&
of& the& first& bar& of& Sonnet& XLIV& are& transposed& down& an& octave& and& then& “ironed& out”& into& a&
septuplet& and& a& quintuplet.& In& b.& 2,& the& first& septuplet& then& appears& in& retrograde,& transposed&
down& three& octaves,& with& the& intervals& inverted& to& maintain& the& ascending& pattern.& Finally& the&
quintuplet& in& b.& 1& is& then& also& heard& in& retrograde,& transposed& down& three& octaves& with& its&
intervals& inverted.& Two&modifications& then& occur& by&which& an& octave& is& then& added& to& the& first&









45,& until& in& the& seventh&phase& the&piano’s& range& cannot& cover& the&notes& yielded&by& the&pattern.&
This&set&of&phases&provides&a&constantly&shifting&sense&of&harmonic&variation.&
While&phase&one&appears&with&great&clarity&in&the&opening&2&bars,&phase&two&is&embedded&
much&more& subtly& into& the& piano& texture& in& bb.& 19T22& (Figure& 46).& Phases& three& and& five& both&
return&to&the&rhythmic&units&heard&in&Figure&44,&in&bb.&25T26&and&bb.&49T50&respectively.&Phase&four&




The& two& tightly& controlled& methods& of& intervallic& transformation& in& Moods,(
Metamorphosing& and& Two( Graveyard( Sonnets& demonstrate& that& both& cyclical& and& nonTcyclical&
techniques& can& not& only& delineate& moments& of& structural& importance& but& also& support& the&
appearance&of&repetition&in&varied&form.&In&the&case&of&Moods,(Metamorphosing&the&swapping&of&
two& different& scales& between& particular& instruments& allows& certain& harmonies& to& reappear& in&
altered&states,&and&in&Two(Graveyard(Sonnets&the&scalic&transformation&allows&particular&themes&to&
be& both& altered& and/or& embedded& subtly& into& different& textures.& In& either& case& the& technique&
























































ways,&and& I&will&now&draw&attention& to& those&composers& that&have& inspired&my&own&answers& to&
those&questions,&and& in&doing&so& I&will&attempt&to&highlight&a&small&number&of&musical& traits&that&
feature&heavily&in&my&own&music.&
Although& the& aforementioned& musical& parameters& are& heavily& linked,& they& can& be&
separated&out&according&to&how&the&composer&views&the&nature&of& their& relationships.&As&such,& I&
tend& to& separate& the& relationship& between& shape/contour& and& rhythm& from& the& relationship&
between&harmony&and&register,&with&instrumentation&looming&large&over&both.&The&following&two&





Thematic&or&melodic& shaping,& in&which&particular& contours& and& rhythmic&qualities& characterize& a&
theme&or&melody,& offers& an& often& highly& audible& feature& of& a& composer’s&musical& language.& But&
shape& is& obviously& determined& by& the& instruments& available& to& the& composer& in& each& piece.&
Idiomatic&piano&writing&will&differ&from&idiomatic&brass&writing,&and&thus&will&shape&any&thematic&or&
melodic&materials.&






















This& idea& of& one& shape& succeeding& or& interrupting& another& is& a& prevalent& feature& of&my&
own&soloistic&piano&writing,&with&the&addition&of&the&broken&sequence&technique&allowing&for&the&
music& to& continue& on& to& the& next& shape.& The& rhythmic& sequence& in& Tre( poesie( per( pianoforte(
detailed& in&Figure& 31& is& followed& immediately& in&b.&16&by&a& left&hand&octave&and&an&arpeggiated&
chord&through&both&hands.&This&idea&appears&once&more&in&altered&form&before&the&music&moves&
on&to&new&material&(Figure&49).&
& The& woodwind& and& percussion& writing& throughout& the& portfolio& can& be& viewed& as& an&









































The& distinctive& shapes& that& feature& in& the& piano& and& woodwind& parts& are& often&
characterized&by&placing&tupletTvalues&against&straight&values&or&against&other&tupletTvalues&in&order&
to&create&a&rhythmic&tension,&and&by&wide&ranging&contours&that&ascend&and/or&descend&with&great&
sweeping& clarity.& Elsewhere,& in& the& string& and& brass& writing,& the& limitations& of& the& instruments&
mean& that,& to& varying& degrees,& this& kind& of& highly& virtuosic& writing& should& be& used& much& more&
sparingly,&and&in&contrast&to&more&carefully&measured&writing.&&
& My&shaping&of&string&and&brass&writing&takes&much&inspiration&from&particular&moments&in&
Stravinsky’s& Russian& period,& in& the& sense& that,& although& rhythmically& still& full& of& invention& and&
innovation,&the&parts&are&often&less&virtuosic&in&their&contours&and&rhythmic&units&than&can&be&found&
in&the&woodwind&parts.&Examples&of&this&kind&of&writing&are&heard&in&The(Rite(of(Spring,&where&the&
string&writing& is& relatively& sparse& throughout& the& ‘Introduction’,& and& it& is&not&until& ‘The&Augurs&of&
Spring:&Dances&of&the&Young&Girls’&that&we&hear&a&full&string&texture&(Figure&51),&during&which&the&
material&very&rarely&becomes&virtuosic&in&its&use&of&contour,&with&most&of&the&tuplet&rhythms&given&
to& the& woodwind& parts.& It& is& this& careful& use& of& the& string& section,& which& allows& Stravinsky& the&
freedom&to&compose&more&virtuosic&string&parts&elsewhere&in&The(Rite(of(Spring.& I&have&taken&this&
on&board&in&my&writing&for&brass&and&strings&throughout&the&portfolio.&
& In& the& first& instance& the& string& writing& in& Henhwedhel& is& often& extremely& simple,&
characterized& by& long& notes,& sometimes& held& across& bars& in& support& of& material& in& other&
instrumental&parts.& In&Silverpoint,& the&more& complex& string&writing&heard& in&movements& two&and&





in& movement& four& of& Silverpoint.& Conversely,& there& are& moments& where& woodwind,& piano& and&
percussion& parts& are& technically& undemanding& (Plumes,& bb.& 18T25;& Tre( poesie( per( pianoforte,&
movement& 2,& bb.& 1T3;&Moods(Metamorphosing,& bb.& 121T178,& vibraphone& part).& In& short,& I& have&
! 61: 
























The& main& distinguishing& feature& of& the& harmony& heard& in& the& portfolio& is& the& appearance& of& a&




puncture& these& passages&with& jarring& dissonances,& some& of&which& are& heightened& by&my& use& of&
register.&&
Alexander& Scriabin’s& PoèmeZNocturne,( Op.( 61& [1911]& and& Kaikhosru& Sorabji’s& In( the(
Hothouse([1918]&provide&useful&examples&of&what&is&musically&“beautiful”&to&my&ears.&In&bb.&1T3&of&
Scriabin’s& Nocturne,& an& opposition& of& Scriabin’s& mystic& chord& [set& class:& 6TZ49]& and& particular&
“octatonic&collections”&[set&class:&6T34]&is&established.41&Both&harmonic&ideas&move&through&various&




esteem.&But& it&could&be&said,&however,& that&PoèmeZNocturne,(Op.(61& contains&very& few&harmonic&















Elsewhere,& in& the& music& of& Sorabji,& harmonic& surprises& abound.& Interestingly,& In( the(
Hothouse(begins&with&a&similar&threeTnote&figure&to&that&found&in(PoèmeZNocturne,(Op.(61((Figure&
54).& This& is& followed&by& a& gently& oscillating& figure& in&b.& 2,& suggesting& an& ETmajor7& tonality,&with& a&
major& 6th& (C♯)& allowing& for& alternating& perfect& fifths& and& fourths& to& flavour& the& rightThand&
harmonies.&The&F& in& the& left&hand&of&b.&2II& then&adds&an&element&of& spice&as& the& flattened&ninth&
begins& to& contradict& the& ETtonality.& By& the& time& the&music& reaches& b.& 4& the& harmony& has& been&








unforeseen& individual& moments,& with& register& playing& a& key& role& in& creating& that& contrast.& The&
central& idea& is& that& once& the& harmonic& expectations& are& established& in& each& composition& (along&
! 64: 




















in& b.& 2,& which& straight& away& contradicts& the& augmented& chord& in& the& upper& string& parts.& In& the&
fourth&bar&a&similar&clash&occurs&between&the&flute’s&C♯&and&the&D&in&the&1st&violin&and&cello&parts,&












8& is& coloured&by&a& tritone&between& the& clarinet& and&alto& flute,& and&a&minor&7th& between& the&alto&
flute& and& flute.& This& sense&of& a& spacious& dissipation& is& lost& by& the& third& dissipation& effect& in& b.& 9,&
where&a&compound&minor&2nd&between&the&clarinet&and&alto&flute&contradicts&the& initial&harmonic&




















particular& landmarks&of&my&own,&which,& if& heard& frequently& enough& throughout&my&professional&
career,&may&later&define&my&musical&language.&
! 67: 











Variation& is& a&powerful&part&of&how&we&process&musical&development.& It& is& possible& that& the&ear&
perceives& the&distance&between&a& variationTevent& and& its& parentTevent& as& somehow&measurable&
through& comparison& with& other& eventTrelationships.& The& listener& can& therefore& first,& through&
replication,& engage&with& the& basic&musical& expectations& established&by& the& composer,& and& then,&
through&variation,&can&chart&the&journey&that&certain&musical&objects&make&throughout&the&course&


























repetition,& replication&can&be& found& in&various&places& throughout& the&portfolio.&Anaphora’s&main&
motif&(Figure&5)&is&faithfully&replicated&five&times&during&bb.&17T40,&with&other&variants&in&the&same&
section& maintaining& a& very& close& likeness& to& the& parentTevent.& Bb.& 35T38& of& the& piano& part& in&
Moods,(Metamorphosing(are&repeated&almost&continually&throughout&the&rest&of&the&section&(bb.&
39T60),& while& in( Silverpoint& the& cello& figure& discussed& in& Figure& 20& appears& unaltered& ten& times&
throughout&the&second&movement.&&
The& point& here& is& that& although& my& music& owes& much& to& variation,& the& search& for& the&
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Anaphora was completed in January 2014, and was premiered by Simon 
Desbruslais (d-trumpet) and Clare Hammond (piano) on 7th March 2014 in 
the Mary Ogilvie Lecture Theatre at St. Anne’s College, Oxford. 
 
In 2009 the composer attended a trumpet master class for composition 
students at King’s College London given by Simon Desbruslais, during 
which the discussion turned to the musical opportunities afforded by a D 
trumpet, particularly in the higher registers. This workshop provided the 
early inspiration behind the composition of Anaphora. 
 
During the opening passages several musical ideas are established, and are 
then recycled throughout the remainder of the work with varying degrees of 
similitude. In this instance, this kind of musical endophoric referencing 
allows themes and melodies to reappear in altered states providing at once a 
continually shifting yet highly familiar sound world. 
 
Accidentals last throughout the measure, and are occasionally repeated 
within the bar to aid reading.  
 
 




for Trumpet in D and Piano
Doloroso e agitato q = C. 90







Tempo giusto q = C. 90


















Accidentals carry through the bar.
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Presto con moto q = C. 145
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This material should quietly emerge 
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Soave e calmo q = C. 70
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71 Scuro, agitato q = C. 100
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Calmo ma crescendo q = C. 140
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Soave, calmo q = C. 70
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Ritmico, con tensione q = C. 90
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Prestissimo q. = C. 105
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222  q = C. 90
 q = C. 90
Nostalgico ma poco agitato
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Trumpet in B flat 
Horn in F 
Tenor Trombone 
Clarinet in B flat 






Moods, Metamorphosing was composed in London, in an apartment overlooking the River Thames, out of 
which it was possible to observe the many journeys that were made by countless (extra)-ordinary people 
simply going about their lives. The activities of the area’s inhabitants offered it a plenitude of moods, which 
varied with each passing hour. One of the most poignant features of these moods was the manner in which 
they mutated. Instead of sudden changes or a deliberate sense of progression, there occurred synchronously a 
gradual increase in a new mood and the gradual decrease in the previous mood, in an effect similar to that of 
audio crossfading. This formed the central concept of the piece, where instead of calculated transitions 





The piece was completed in May 2013, and has an approximate duration of 8.5 minutes. 
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Lento, surreale  e = ca. 60













The score is in C.
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Allegro, con moto  q = ca. 120
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Allegro, frammentato ma con moto  q = ca. 120
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Tre poesie per pianoforte was completed in October 2014, and is 
dedicated to Rob Keeley, who gave its premiere on July 22nd 2015 
in the Strand Campus, King’s College London. 
 
The piece is to be played with a strong sense of rhythmic 
improvisation, except where otherwise stated. The performer is 
therefore, within reason, free to stretch the tempi and rhythms at 
their discretion. Accidentals carry through the bar, although 
some are repeated to aid reading. 
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Plumes was completed in March, 2015 and received its premiere 
on 22nd July, 2015 in the King’s College London Chapel, Strand 
Campus, by Rowland Sutherland (flute), Helen Whitaker (alto 
flute) and Neyire Ashworth (clarinet, bass clarinet). 
 
The piece is intended to evoke images of plumes of smoke rising 
and dissipating in various patterns. The listener is free, however, 
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≈ œ# œ ‰™ ≈ œbR ≈ œ œb ≈ ≈













R ≈ œ œn ≈ ≈
œ
R ≈ œ œb œ œb
œb ™ œ ≈ ‰ œ# œn œ# œn ‰ œ œn œn œ
‰ œb œ# œn œb œnR ≈ œ œb ‰ œ
œ ™ œ# ≈ ≈ œr ≈ œ# œn œb ‰ œn œn œn œ Œ œbR ≈ œ œ ‰ œ
œ
≈ œ# œ# œn œ œb œ œ# œ ≈ œ
œn
≈ œ#R ≈ œ œ ≈ ≈
œnR ≈ œ œn œ ≈ œ



























































œnR ≈ œn œb ‰ ≈ œ
œn œ œ œb
œb œb ™ ‰ ≈
œn
œ ≈ œR ≈
œb
R ≈ Œ Œ ™
≈
œb
œ ≈ œn œ œ œb œb œ œb œ ≈ œ
œn
‰™ œb œ œb ≈ œbR ≈ Ó™
≈ œn
œ ‰™ ≈ œb œb œn œn œ#
œR ≈ Œ ≈
œ




œ œ œ# œ







œ œb œ œn































Con misura, leggero e = ca. 90 Scherzoso q. = ca. 60
123
ppp fff pp ppp



















Pause for all 
performers to align
.> .> .> .> .> .> . . . . √
q. = q
& .> .> .>
Pause for all 
performers to align





.> .> .> .> .> .>
Pause for all 
performers to align
.> .> . . . √
&



















œ# œ œb œ œn













œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ ™
œb œn œb œb œb œ œb œn œ# œn ™ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ ™
œ œ œ œ# œ œ# œ
œb œn œ
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ ™
œ# œ#
œ œn œ# œ
œ# œ œ ≈ œR ≈ œR ‰ œR ≈ ‰ Œ ≈
œ#
R ≈ œ œ ≈ ≈
œn
R Œ
≈ œ# œ# œ
≈ œ#R œ#
œ œ# œ# œ œ œr ≈ œr ≈ œr ≈ ≈ œr ‰ Œ œ# œn ™ œn ≈ ≈ œr Œ
œ œ œ
® œ œ œ œb œ œ
œ œ œ œR ≈ œR ≈ ‰ œR ≈ Œ ≈ œ# r ≈ œ œ





























2 Flutes (1 = Piccolo) 
2 Oboes 
2 Clarinets in B-flat 
2 Bass Clarinets 
2 Bassoons (2 = Contrabassoon) 
 
 
4 Horns in F 
4 Trumpets in B-flat 





Percussion (3 Players) 
 
Player 1:  
 
2 Timpani – ranges circa:  
 
Players 2 & 3:  
 
Bass Drum  
Tambourine (mounted on a stand, struck with the hand) 
Side Drum (2 standard drum sticks and 2 wire brushes) 
Wood Block (2 sticks) 
Large Gong 
Vibraphone (motor off, pedalling given, 4 standard mallets) 
 
Crotales (l.v. throughout) – range:  
  
 
Strings (14. 12. 10. 8. 6 players) 
 
 
The score is notated in C. 
Accidentals carry through the bar, although further accidentals are 





SUGGESTED PERCUSSION MAP 
 
 
This map merely offers a suggested percussion layout with a view to 
easier instrumental changeovers. For the most part, the positions of 













Large Gong: If a large gong is not available, replace with 
a higher-pitched gong if possible or omit the note 
completely. 
 
*With the exception of the Side Drum and Wood Block, 
and the Bass Drum and Mounted Tambourine, which in 

























Lento, tenso q = ca. 55
Lento, tenso q = ca. 55












4 Horn in F





























Score is in C.
Accidentals carry through the bar.
ca. 16 mins
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
? ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
/ Bass Drum ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑










ppp mf pp mf
gliss.
pp p mf p
& ∑
ppp mf pp mf
gliss.










































˙ ™ wb œ œ ææææ˙ ™ œ œ œ# ææææ˙
˙# œ w œ œ ææææ˙# ™ œJ œ# œnJ ææææœn ææææ˙
˙# œ# ˙ œb ˙ œb œ ææææ˙b ™ œb œb œn ææææ˙
Ó œ ˙ ™ œ ˙b ˙ œ# œ ææææ˙n ™ œ#J
œ œnJ œ ææææœ#J ææææ˙
˙ œ ˙ œ# œ ææææ˙ ™ œ# œJ œ ™ ææææ˙
Ó œb ˙ ™ ˙b ™ œn w œ Ó Œ œ# j ææææ˙
Ó œ ˙ ™ ˙ œb ˙ w œ






































mf f ff p
∑
ppp p mp mf mp f
3
&
mf f ff p
∑
ppp p mp mf mp f
3
&
mf f ff p
∑













ppp p mp mf mp f
3
&
mf f ff p
?

















p ppp mf ppp p
&
p ppp mf ppp p
&
p ppp mf ppp p
&












p ppp mf ppp p
?
p ppp mf ppp p
œ
J œb
œb ˙n ˙b ™ œJ ‰ w œ ˙ œ œ œ# œ œ ™ œ œ œb œ œ œbJ
œ ˙b ˙ ™ œJ ‰ œ œ ˙b œ œb ‰ œn ™ œ
œJ
œ# ˙ ˙# ™ œJ ‰ œ# œ
˙ œb œb œ ™ œb j œb ™ œ œj
œb ˙n ˙# ™ œJ ‰ œ# œ ˙# œ# œ ‰ œn ™ œ
œn œ
œ# œJ ˙ œb ˙n
™ œJ ‰ Ó œ œ œ œ œ ˙b œ œ œ ™ œ œ œn œ œ
œ œ
œ# ˙ ˙ ™ œJ ‰ œ œ œ œ
œ œ ˙b œ œ œ
Œ œj ˙b ˙b ™ œJ ‰ Ó œb œ œ ˙b œ œn ˙ ‰ œn j œ œ œ œ œ œ
‰ œ# j œ œ œ ˙ ™ œJ ‰ Ó œ œ œ œb œ œ ˙# ∑ œb œ œ
‰ œ# j œ œ œ ˙ ™ œJ ‰ Ó œ œ œ œ Ó Ó ∑ œb œ œ
œn œ œ ˙b œJ ‰ ˙n ™ ˙ ˙#
œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙ œJ ‰ ˙ ™ w
œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙# œJ ‰
˙# ™ œ ˙ ™
œ œ œ ˙b œJ ‰ ˙b ™ œ ˙b ™
œ# ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙ œJ ‰ ˙ ™ w
œ œ œ ˙# œJ ‰ ˙
™ w
œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙b œJ ‰ ˙b ™ ˙ ˙
œ œ œ ˙b œJ ‰ ˙ ™ ˙ ˙b
































































.> .> .> .> .>
7



































.> .> .> .> .>
7
mf















.> .> .> .> .>
mp
.> .> .>
senza sord. ∑7 6
?





p f p ppp
Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ∑
&
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
&
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
&
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
&
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
B
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
B
f p ppp mf pp mf pp ppp
?
f p ppp pp ppp
?
f p ppp pp ppp
?
f p ppp pp ppp
˙ ™Ó œb ˙ ™˙ ™ ww ww œœ
Ó
Ó™
œb ˙˙ œœ ww ww œœ
Ó ‰ œœ#R ≈ œœR ≈
œœ# œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ ≈ œœ## œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ ≈ ≈ œœR ≈ ‰
œœ œœ ‰ œœ œœ ≈ ≈ œœ#R ≈ ‰ ∑
Œ ‰ ≈ œœr ≈ œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ œœ œœR ≈ œœ
r ≈ ‰ œœb œœn ≈ œœr ≈ œœR ≈ ‰
œœbbR ≈ ≈
œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ œœ œœR ≈ ‰ œœ
r ≈ ∑
‰ œœ#R ≈ œœR ≈
œœ œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ ≈ œœ œœ# œœ ≈ œœ œœ ≈ ≈ œœR ‰ ≈
œœR ≈ œœnR ≈ ‰ ∑
Œ œ œ# ≈ œr ≈ ≈ œ# œ ≈ œ œ œ œ
r ≈ œr ≈ œ œ œr ≈ ‰ ∑
Œ
˙b ˙ ™ w w
Œ
˙b ™ w w œ
˙<#> ™ ˙ ™ wn w œ ææææ
œ œ# ææææœ ˙
˙ ™ ˙ ™ w wb œ ææææœ œ ææææœ# ˙
˙ ™ ˙ ™ w w œ ææææœ œ ææææœ ˙
˙<b> ™ ˙ ™ w ˙b ™ ˙b ææææœb œb ææææœn ˙n
˙ ™ ˙ ™ w ˙ ™ ˙ ææææœ# œn ææææœ
˙b
˙ ™ ˙ ™ w ˙ ™ ˙# ææææœ# œ œ ææææœ ˙
˙ ™ ˙ ™ w œJ ‰ Ó ˙ œ ™ ‰ Œ ˙
˙<b> ™ ˙ ™ w œnJ ‰ Ó ˙# œ ™ ‰ Œ ˙




























































































.> .> .> .> .> .> .> .> .>
7 7




.> .> .> .> .>
.>6
6
& ∑ ∑ ∑ (con sord.)
3.4.
mp






ppp ff mf ppp
∑
?



































p ff ppp p
?
p ff ppp p
œb œ œ œ# œ# œn œb œn œ œ œ œn œb œ œ œb œb œ œb œn œb œn œ œn œb œn œ œ œ œb œ œn œb œ œn œb r ≈ ‰ ∑
Ó
œ œ# œ# œ œn œb œ œ œ œb œ œb œ œ œn œb œ œ œn œ# œn œb œn œn œ œn r ≈ ‰ ∑
Œ œb œ œ# œn œ# œ œn œn œ# œn œb œ œn œ œ# œ œ œb œ œ œn œb œn œ# œn
œn œ# œn œn œ# œ œn œb œ œ œn œnR ≈ ‰ ∑
Ó ‰
œ# œ# œ œ# œ œ œn œb œb œ œ œb œn œ# œn œ œn œb œ œ œn œb
œb œ œn œn œ# œnR ≈ ‰ ∑
Œ œ œ œ œ œ# œ# œ œ œ œ# œ œ
œn œn œ œ# œ œb œn œn œ œbR ≈ ‰ ∑
Ó œ œ œb œ œn œ# œ œ œ# œ œ œ
œb œn œbR ≈ ‰ ∑
Ó˙b ‰œ œ ww œœ
r ≈ ‰ ∑ Œ œœb
r ≈ œœn œœ œœ ≈ œœ
r ≈ œœn r ≈ œœ
r ≈
œœ#œJ
˙˙ œœ œœ## ww œœ






r≈ œœ# œœn ≈ œœn œœ œœnb
Œ ‰ ≈ œœbR ≈
œœnb œœb œœb ≈ œœn œœn ≈ œœ œœ# œœ# ≈ œœbn R
Œ ‰ ‰ œœr œœ# r≈ œœn r ≈ ‰ œœb r ≈ œœn œœ#




r ≈ ‰ ∑
‰ œ# j œ œ œ œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ œ œr ≈ ‰ ∑
‰ œ# j œ œ œ œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ œ œr ≈ ‰ ∑
˙ ™ w
œj ‰ ∑
Œ œr ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œr≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œr
œ
J œb
œb ˙n wb ˙b œ œ œ ˙ œ œ
œ ˙b w w œ œ œ ˙b
œ# ˙ w w œ œ# œ ˙
œb ˙n w# w œ œ# œ ˙#
œb ˙n œb w ˙ œ œ œ œ œ ˙b
œ# ˙ w w œ œ œ œb œ
Œ ˙b w ˙ œb œ œ ˙b œ œb
‰ œ# j œ œ œ w ˙ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ

































































































Take Gong∑ ∑ ∑
&
mp mf mp f
3 p f ppp p
&
mp mf mp f p f
ppp p
&
mp mf mp f p f ppp p
&
mp mf mp f
p f ppp p
B





mp mf mp f
3

















˙˙<#> Œ Ó œœ œœ œœ œœb œœ œ œ ≈
˙˙bn Œ Ó œœb œœ œœ œœn# œœ œ œ
≈ Œ œ# j ˙# œ œ ™
œœbR ≈ œœ
r ‰ ∑ œœn œœ œœ œ# œ# ™ œœ œœ ™™J ≈
≈
œœ œœ#
Œ ∑ œœ œœ œœ œ# œ œœ œœ ™™j ≈
œœ œœ œœ œb œb ™ œœ œ œ ≈
‰ œj ˙ œb ™ œ œ œ œ œ ‰
‰ œj ˙ œb ™ œ œ œ œ œ ‰
Œ ™ œJ œ œ ™ œb ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™
‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj
œr ≈ œr Œ ∑ Œ ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj ‰ œj
œ# œ œ ™ œ œ œb œ œ œn œ œ ˙# œ ™J ≈ ˙ ™ wn w#
œ œb ‰ œn j ˙
œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙ œ ™J ≈ ˙ ™ w w
œb œb ™ œ ‰ œbJ ˙ œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙# œ ™J ≈
˙# ™ œ ˙ ™ w
œ# œ ‰ œn j ˙
œ œ œ ˙b œ ™J ≈ ˙b ™ œ ˙b ™ w
œ œ ™ œ œ œ œn œ œ œ# ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙ œ ™J ≈ ˙ ™ w w
œ œ ˙b œ œ œ œ œ œ ˙# œ ™J ≈ ˙ ™ w w
˙ ‰ œn j œ œ œ œ œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ ˙b œ ™J ≈ ˙b ™ ˙ ˙ w
Ó Ó œb œ œ œ œ œ ˙b œ ™J ≈ ˙ ™ ˙ ˙b w












Ob. 1 & 2
Cl. 1
Cl. 2

























ppp p mf p f p
3
& ∑ ∑ ∑
f
# b b nn ## #n
. . . . . .














ppp p mf p f
3
p
? ∑ ∑ ∑
f
b
. . . .









. . . .
. .
. .
. . . . . .







# b b nn bb n
. . . . . .
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. . . . . .

























? ∑ ∑ ∑
p ff
Ÿ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~






























Ó Œ œ# œœ œ ™ œ œ œ# œ œ œ# j œ ˙
Ó Œ œ œ œb ‰ œn ™ œ œJ œ ˙
≈











Ó Œ œ œœ œ
™ œb j œb ™ œ œj œ ˙




Œ œ œb ™ œn œn œ œœ œ
œ# œ œn œ œ œ œn œ# œ œ®







Ó œb œœœ œb œ≈‰ œb œ≈ œb œ œ œ œb œ ≈ Œ Ó
œr ≈ œ# j œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ
≈


























œ ™ œ# j œ œnJ œ# ˙ ™ œ ˙ Ó Œ ≈ œœr ‰ ≈ œœr ‰ Œ
Œ
Œ
œ œ œ®œ œ
œ® œ œœ œœ œœ œœ œ ≈








œ œ œ ®œ œ








Œ Œ ≈ œœ#
r ‰ ≈ œœ
r ‰ Œ
Œ ææææœ# œ ≈ ææææœr œr ≈ ‰ Œ ææææœ œ ≈ Œ Œ ææææœ œ≈ Œ ≈ œœbb R ‰ ≈ œœR ‰ Œ
Ó
Ó œ œ œœ œ œ ≈‰
œ œ œ œb ‰ œ œ≈œ
r ≈
Ó
Ó œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈œ
œ œ ≈
≈œœ‰
œb œ ‰ Œ ≈ œœbR ‰ ≈
œœR ‰ Œ
Œ ‰ ≈ œr œb ™ ‰ œr ≈ œb j œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ≈ œb r ‰ ≈ œr ‰ Œ
Œ ‰ ≈







r ≈ ‰ Œ Œ ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr ‰ Œ
œ œr ≈ ‰ Ó
Œ ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr ‰ Œ
˙ ™ œ ˙ œj œ ™ ˙ ™ œj ‰
˙ ™ œ ˙ œJ œ# ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œ ˙ œJ œ ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙b ™ œ ˙ œJ œb ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œ ˙ œJ œ ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œ ˙ œJ œ ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙ ™ œ ˙ œJ œ# ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰
˙<b> ™ œn ˙ œJ œb ™ ˙ ™ œJ ‰












































































pp p pp ppp
∑
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ppp p ppp ppp p ppp
. . . . .
? ∑
ppp p ppp ppp p ppp p
. . . . .
? ∑
ppp p ppp ppp p ppp p





œb œ œ œb œb œ ˙ Ó
˙ Ó Ó ˙ ™ œ Œ œ# ™ œ w Ó Œ œ w Œ
Ó Œ œ# œ ™ œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ ‰ œbJ œ œbJ œ œ œ ™ œ ˙ ™ Ó
Ó ˙# œ œ# œ œ ™ ˙ Œ œb œj œ ˙b w Œ
˙ Ó ‰ œbJ œ
œb ˙ ™ Œ œb œ œ œ ™ ˙ Œ
˙<#> Ó Œ œ œ ™ œ ˙ ˙# œ Œ Ó
Ó ‰ œœ#R≈ œœR ≈
œœœœœœ≈œœœœ≈ œœ## œœœœ≈ œœ œœ≈≈œœR ≈‰ Ó Ó Œ ˙˙bn
Œ ‰ ≈œœr≈œœ œœ≈œœœœœœ œœR ≈œœ
r≈ ‰ œœb œœn ≈ œœr≈ œœR ≈‰
œœbbR ≈Ó Ó Œ ˙˙n




œ ™ œ# œ
Ó Ó
œb œ œ œ
Œ Ó
Ó œ œœ‰ œj ‰ œj
Œ O˙b Oœbb Oœnn ™™ Œ Oœ Oœbb ™™ ‰ Ó Œ Oœ ‰ ≈ OœR OœR ≈ Oœbb Oœnn Oœ ™™ ‰ Ó Œ Œ Oœbb J ‰ Oœnn J Oœbb J ‰ Oœ Oœ Oœbb Oœnn ™™ OœJ ‰ Œ ≈ œn
œn œ
Ó œOb œOj ‰ œObb ‰ œOnn j O˙ Œ Œ œOb œO œO ‰ œOb
j O˙ Œ Œ œOj ‰ œOj œOj ‰ ≈ Oœbb J ≈ œOb œO œO
j ‰ O˙nn ≈ œb œ œb
Œ O˙ ≈ Oœb ™™J Œ Oœbb Œ Ó Œ Oœ ‰ ≈ œOr œO Œ Ó ‰ Oœbb J OœJ ‰ œOj Oœ Oœbb ≈‰ Oœbb J ‰ œO# j œO œOn ™™ O˙ Œ
Ó O˙## ‰ OœJ Oœ
Oœ## O˙ Œ ‰ œO## j œOj≈ Oœ## R OœJ ‰ ‰ Oœ## J O˙ Œ Œ ‰ Oœ OœR ≈‰
Oœ## J ‰ œO##
j ‰ Oœ## Oœ## Oœ Œ ≈ œ# œ# œ
Œ O˙bb Œ Oœnn J ‰
OœJ ‰ Œ Ó Œ
Oœb ≈Oœ Oœ O˙ Ó ‰ OœJ
Oœ Oœ## ‰ ≈OœJ ≈
OœJ ≈
Oœnb R OœR ≈OœJ Oœn Oœ## ™™ O˙ ‰ œ# œ
Ó Œ œObb j ‰ œOb j ‰ œOnn œO O˙ Œ Œ ‰ ≈ œO
r œO œObb Oœbb OœR ≈œO œObn œOn# ‰
OœJ ≈œO œO# œO œObn œO O˙bb Œ
Ó Œ ˙ œ Ó Ó ˙# œ Œ Ó Ó Œ ‰ œb œn œb ≈ œ œ
Ó Œ ˙ œ Ó Ó ˙ œ Œ Ó Ó™ ‰ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ
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˙ ™ œ ˙ Ó œ# œ œ œ œ œ ®≈ œ œ œœ œ≈ Œ œ œ œ œ œ œ ® ≈ œ œ œ œ ® ‰ Ó ‰ ≈ œ# œ œ
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œœ œ# œn ≈œ# œn
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œR
œr œb œn œb œœb œ
œb œ œn œb ≈œn œb ≈œR
œr œR ≈
œr ≈ œn œ Œ
œn œn Œ
œ# ™j ˙# ™ œ œ ™ œ ™ œ# j œ œnJ œ# ˙ ™ œ w
œ ™j ˙ ™ œ œ ™ œ ™ œj œ œj œ ˙ ™ œ w
œœb
r ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œœ# œœœœœœ œœ œœ®‰ œœ# œœœœ œœœœ≈ ‰ œœn œœœœœœ œœœœRÔ®≈
œœ œœ œœ œœ®‰ œœ ˙˙# ™™ œœ ww




œ ˙˙ ˙ ™œ ˙ œJ œ#œ
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˙ ™˙ ™ œœn ww
Œ œ# ˙# œ ˙ œj œ# ˙ ™ œ w
Œ
œ# ˙# œ ˙ œ
j œ# ˙ ™ œ w
w w
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œn œ# œnJ œ# w w
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œ# r ≈ œ œ œ œb œn œ≈œ œ œ œ# r ≈ œn œ œR ≈ œ œ œb œb œn œ ≈
œn œb œb œJ œb w w
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œ œn ≈ œJ œn w w
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Œ œb œ œ
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œ œ# w ˙ ™ w œ ™ œ œ œ œ œ ™ œ œ
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œœbR Œ ‰ ≈
œœ#R Œ
œœR ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ≈ œœbb R Œ ‰ ≈ œœR Œ œœR ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ≈ œœb
r Œ ‰ ≈ œœn
r Œ œœ
r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ≈ œœ# r Œ ‰ ≈ œœr Œ œœb r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ≈ œœR Œ ‰ ≈
œœR Œ
œœ## R ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œœb
r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœn#
r Œ œœ#
r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœ#n r ≈ œœb r Œ œœ
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœb
j ‰ Ó Œ œœj Œ
œœr ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœr Œ œœb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœn
r ≈ œœ# r Œ œœ##
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœn#
j ‰ Ó Œ œœ#
j Œ
œœ## R ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈
œœR Œ œœnn R ≈ ‰ ≈ œœ## R ≈
œœR Œ
œœR ≈ ‰ ‰
œœbb J ‰ Ó Œ œœbb J Œ
œœ# r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœb
r Œ œœn
r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœ# r ≈ œœ#
r Œ œœ
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœbn
j ‰ Ó Œ œœn
j Œ
œœn r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœ#R Œ œœR ≈ ‰ ≈ œœnR ≈
œœbb R ‰ ≈ œœR Œ œœJ Œ Ó œœbb R ≈ ‰ Œ
œb r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œr Œ œb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œn r ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr Œ œj Œ Ó œr ≈ ‰ Œ
œb r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œr Œ œb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œb r ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr Œ œj Œ Ó œb r ≈ ‰ Œ
œr ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œr Œ œr ≈ ‰ ≈ œr ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr Œ ‰ œj ‰ Ó œj ‰ œj Œ
‰ ≈ œr Œ ‰ ≈ œr Œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ œ œ œ œ œ ‰ œr ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œ ‰ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œj ‰ œJ œR ≈ ‰
≈ œ
œ œb œ œ œ ≈ ‰ œ
œ
‰









‰ œ œ# œ œ œ œ ‰ œ œ œR ≈ œ œ œ œ œ# œ ‰ œ œ œR ≈ œR ≈ œJ ‰ œJ œ œ# ‰ œR ≈ ‰ œR ≈ ‰ œJ ‰ œJ
œ# r ≈ œ œ# œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œr ≈ œ œ œ# œ# œ ≈ œr ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ ‰ œr ≈ ‰ œ# r ≈ ‰ œr ≈ œ# r ≈ ‰ œr ≈ ‰
≈ œ œ# œ œ œ œ ≈ ‰ ≈ œR œ œ ≈ œR œ#R ≈ œ œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ œR œ œ# ≈ œR œJ ‰ œJ œ œ ‰ œJ ≈ œR
œ œ œb œ œ œ ‰ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ ‰ œ œ ‰ œ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ œ œb œ œ ‰ œJ ‰ œ œ ‰
œb œ œb œ œ œ ≈ œR œ œ œ œ œR ≈ ≈ œR œ œb œb œ œ ≈ œR ≈ œ œ œ œR ≈ œR ≈ œb œ œb ‰ ≈ œR œR ≈ œR ≈ œ œ ‰
œ œ œ œ œ œ ≈ œR œR ≈ œ œ œ œ ≈ œR œ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR œ œ ‰ œ œ œ œ ≈ œR œR ≈ œ œ ‰ œR ≈ œ œ ≈ œR
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/ (S.D.)
RH = Stick
LH = Wire Brush
Change RH to Wire Brush
immediately after swirling 
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Ó Œ œ œ ™™ œR ˙ Ó
œb œb œ œ œb œ œn œn œb œ œn œb
Ó Œ
œb œ œ œ ™ œ œ œ Ó œ œ# œ œ œ# œ œ# œ œ# œ# œ œ
Ó Œ œ œ œ# œ œb œn œ# ˙ Ó
Ó Œ œ œ œ œ# ™ œ# œ œ# ™ ˙ Ó
‰ œJ œ œ# ™ œ œ ™ œ ˙ ™ Œ Ó Œ ‰ œ œ œ
Ó Œ ‰ œbJ œ ˙ œ œ ˙ Ó
Ó Œ œb œ œb œ œbJ œ ™ w ˙ Ó Ó Œ ‰ œb œ œ
‰™ œr œ œ œ œ ™ w ˙ Ó




œ# œ ≈œ# œ
≈ œrœR
Œ œ œ ™™ œR ˙ ™ Œ
Ó ≈ œœb r ‰ œœr ≈ ‰ Ó Œ œn œ ™ œj œ œ œ ˙ Ó
Ó ≈ œœ##
r ‰ œœ
r ≈ ‰ Ó Œ ‰ œ# j œ œj œ ˙# ˙ Ó
Ó ≈ œœR ‰ œœR ≈ ‰ Œ œœb œœ œœn œœ œœbb œœ œœn œœ# œœ# œœ# œœnn œœn œœ#n œœ## œœnn œœn# œœbn œœb
Ó ≈ œœ#
r ‰ œœ
r ≈ ‰ Ó Œ ‰ œœ# œœ## œœn
Ó œœbb R ≈ œœR ≈ Œ ‰
˙ œJ œ
œb ™ œ œ œœ œ ™ œ wœ œ# ˙ ™
Ó œr ≈ œr ≈ Œ Ó Œ ‰ œJ œ ˙ œ œb w
Ó œb r ≈ œr ≈ Œ Ó Œ œb œ ˙ ™ w
Ó œ œ œ œ Œ
Ó œr ≈ ≈ œr œ w w w
œ œ œ ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ
˙ ˙#
œ œ œb ≈ œJ
œ œR ≈ ≈
œR Œ
˙ ˙
œ œ# œ ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ ˙ ˙#
œ# œ# œ ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œr ≈ ≈ œr Œ ˙ ˙#
œ œ# œ ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ ˙# ˙#
œ œ œb ≈ œJ œ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ
˙ ˙
œb œ œb ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ ˙b ˙b
œ œ œ ≈ ≈ œ œ ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR Œ ˙ ˙#
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œ# œn œn œ# œ œ œbR ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈
œnR Œ
œR ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó œb œn œ œb œ œn œ#
œR ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œ#R Œ œR ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ œ œ œœ œ œ œ œ œ ‰œ
œ ‰ ≈œR ≈œ œ
≈œ œ ≈


















œ œ œb ‰ œ œb œ œ œb œ Œ œb œn œ œ# œ œn
œR ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œn r Œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó œ œ œ œb œ œ# œ œbR ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œn r Œ œr ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ œ# œ ‰ œ œ# œn œ œ œ# Œ œ œ œ œ œ# r ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œ# r Œ œn r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œb œ œb œb œ œb ‰ œ œ# œn œ œ# œn ‰ œn œ œn œ# œr ≈ ‰ Œ ‰ ≈ œ
r Œ œ# r ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œR ≈
œr ≈ œR ≈
œr ≈




œr ≈ œ œ




œ# r ≈ ‰‰ Œ ‰ ≈
œœnR Œ
œœ## R ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
Ó Œ œœb œœb œœ#n œœ œœ## œœ œœbn
r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœn#
r Œ œœ#
r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœ#n r ≈ œœb r Œ œœ
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœb
j ‰ Œ ‰ œœ
j ‰ Œ œœj Œ
Ó Œ œœb œœb œœ#n œœ œœ## œœ œœn r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœn r Œ œœb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœn
r ≈ œœ# r Œ œœ##
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœn#
j ‰ Œ ‰ œœbn
j ‰ Œ œœbn
j Œ
Œ ‰ œœb œœb œœ#n œœn œœ## œœ œœb œœnn œœnn œœn œœ#n œœnb œœbb œœn œœnn
œœbb R ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœnn R Œ œœR ≈ ‰ ≈
œœbb R ≈ œœnn R Œ
œœR ≈ ‰ ‰ œœ## J ‰ Œ ‰ œœnn J ‰ Œ œœbb J Œ
œœ## œœn œœ œœn# œœbn œœn# œœ œœ# œœ œœb œœnn œœnn œœbn œœ# œœ#n ‰ Œ œœ#n r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœnb
r Œ œœnn
r ≈ ‰ ≈ œœ# r ≈ œœ#
r Œ œœ
r ≈ ‰ ‰ œœ#n j ‰ Œ ‰ œœn#
j ‰ Œ œœn
j Œ
˙˙<#>
Ó œœr ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœn# R Œ œœR ≈ ‰ ≈ œœnR ≈ œœ## R ‰ ≈ œœR Œ œœJ Œ Ó œœ## R ≈ ‰ Œ
˙<b> Ó œr ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œb r Œ œb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œn r ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr Œ œj Œ Ó œr ≈ ‰ Œ
˙ Ó œb r ≈ ‰ ‰ ≈ œr Œ œb r ≈ ‰ ≈ œb r ≈ œr ‰ ≈ œr Œ œj Œ Ó œb r ≈ ‰ Œ
Ó ˙
œj ‰ Œ Œ œj ‰ ‰ œj œj ‰ œj ‰ œj Œ œ Œ Ó
Ó Œ ‰ œj Œ ‰ œj ‰ Œ ‰ œj ‰
˙ ˙ œ#R ≈ œR ≈ ≈ œR ‰
œR ≈ ‰
œ
R ≈ œ#R ≈ ‰
œ#











œR ≈ ‰ œR ≈ ‰
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Oboe 1: Begin to pause over notes 
during feathered tremolo.
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Violins: Pause for at least four beats
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Silverpoint was originally conceived as part of a collaborative 
project with silverpoint artist Adrian Haak Jr., in which musical 
and artistic stimuli were exchanged between the artist and the 
composer at the point of pre-composition so that both the 
resulting sets of artworks could be interdependent, rather than 
one set reacting solely to the other. 
 
Corresponding artworks:   
 
Movement I: From One Thing Into Another 
Movement II: Sursum (a Moriah) 
Movement III: Ontology & Home 
Movement IV: As 
Movement V: Consanguine 
 
 




Lento, soave e = ca. 60
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Lento ma leggero e = ca. 80
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Lento, quasi-sfocato e = ca. 80








Leggero e = ca. 70
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Strings: Do not jerk fingers along the fingerboard between notes. 
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A tempo e = ca. 80
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Leggero e = ca. 70
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Leggero, frammentato  e = ca. 100
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Lento, molto soave e = ca. 50
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Oœn Oœbb OœR ≈
Oœ Oœn OœR ≈ ‰ ≈ Oœ##
Oœn OœJ ‰ ˙#
œO<#><#> œO# œO ≈ ≈ œOj ‰ OœR œObb r ≈ ‰ ‰ œbJ œ œ œ ™ ˙
œ<#> ™ œœ œœ œœ œb ™™ œJ ‰ œœbb œœ œb Œœ
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“Sonnet XLIV: Written in the Churchyard at Middleton in Sussex” 
 
Press’d by the Moon, mute arbitress of tides, 
While the loud equinox its power combines, 
The sea no more its swelling surge confines, 
But o’er the shrinking land sublimely rides. 
The wild blast, rising from the Western cave, 
 Drives the huge billows from their heaving bed; 
 Tears from their grassy tombs the village dead, 
And breaks the silent Sabbath of the grave! 
With shells and sea-weed mingled, on the shore 
 Lo! Their bones whiten in the frequent wave; 
 But vain to them the winds and waters rave; 
They hear the warring elements no more: 
While I am doom’d – by life’s long storm opprest, 
To gaze with envy on their gloomy rest. 
 
 
“Sonnet LXVII: On Passing over a Dreary Tract of Country, and near the Ruins 
of a Deserted Chapel, during a Tempest” 
 
Swift fleet the billowy clouds along the sky, 
Earth seems to shudder at the storm aghast; 
While only beings as forlorn as I, 
Court the chill horrors of the howling blast. 
Even round yon crumbling walls, in search of food, 
The ravenous Owl foregoes his evening flight, 
And in his cave, within the deepest wood, 
The Fox eludes the tempest of the night. 
But to my heart congenial is the gloom 
Which hides me from a world I wish to shun; 
That scene where Ruin saps the mouldering tomb, 
Suits with the sadness of a wretch undone. 
Nor is the deepest shade, the keenest air, 






Leggero, scorrevole e =  ca. 60
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Accidentals carry through the bar.
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whi ten- - in the fre quent- wave;
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their gloo my- rest.
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Lento, flessibile e scorrevole q = ca. 30 rit. 
p
Lento, flessibile e scorrevole q = ca. 30 rit. 
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* Allow sounds to accumulate.
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Moderato q = ca. 60
3
pp fff mf
Moderato q = ca. 60
Half pedal where indicated to allow some of the sounds to bleed carefully into the following passages.
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the storm a ghast;-
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A tempo q = ca. 30 rit. 
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ven- - round yon crumb ling- -
Più mosso, intricato q = ca. 65
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Più mosso, intricato q = ca. 65
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* Allow sounds to accumulate.
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A tempo q = ca. 30 rit. 
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Meno mosso, scuro q = ca. 45
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Lento, delicato q =  ca. 30 rit. Sempre giusto rit. 
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or cold as my des -
rit. rit. 
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Lōtós (the ancient Greek translation of lotus) is a programmatic work depicting 
Odysseus’s mythical journey to the island of the lotus-eaters.  
 
Nine senza misura passages, separated by lunga pausas, depict the nine days during 
which Odysseus and his crew are blown off course while rounding Cape Malea, the 
southernmost tip of the Peloponnesus.  
 
Upon their arrival on the island of the lotophagi, Odysseus sends three of his crew 
to seek out the locals. The three characters are unveiled in turn during the initial 
tempo giusto passages, the first a languid, lazy character, the second a flighty, 
excitable character and the third an airy, daydreaming character. The islanders are 
welcoming, and eventually introduce the three crewmen to the lotus plant, which 
induces in them a blissful apathy, represented musically by passages containing 
sung multiphonics. 
 
When Odysseus finds his crewmen, a further three senza misura passages are heard, 
as he rouses each of them from their intoxicated state. 
 
Finally a fast, scalic passage ensues, as Odysseus and his crew beat a hasty retreat 














 !!lunga pausa = ca. 4 seconds     
 
pausa = ca. 2 seconds      
 
 breve pausa = ca. 0.5 seconds 
 
 
Air Sound (A.S.) 
Denoted by a dashed note head. No pitches should be heard during the execution of 
this technique, except where a pitch emerges from the air sound. A “sshh” sound 




Overblow the note to give a loud, breathy marcato sound. Stand-alone notes have a 
designated diamond note head, and the pitch should be strictly observed. Crossed 
note heads are of indeterminate pitch, with the overblown effect taking priority over 
the pitch itself. 
 
 
Pitch Bend Upwards 
Bend the pitch from the starting note to the bracketed pitch. Consecutive bends are 








Shift freely through the harmonic series. While the performer should observe the 
given dynamics, they are free to change the tempo as little or as much as they wish 
as they execute this technique. 
 
 
Eolian Sounds (E.S.) 




These are transposed to reflect the true interval, as opposed to the true pitch. 
 
 
Feathered Pitch Bend Downwards 
Bend the pitch downwards while performing a feathered staccato rallantando. 
pn
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p sf ppp sf










Score is an written an octave above the sounding pitch. Accidentals carry through tempo 
giusto measures. During senza misura passages accidentals only apply to the note they 
immediately preceed. Senza misura passages should always be played with an airy sound quality.
ca. 5"
ord. accel.


















Whitsle tones. Continually 
recycle the boxed notes in 
the given order for ca. 8".
√ ord. ,
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Tempo giusto, languido q =  ca. 50
1
p mf p f pp
Più mosso, leggero q =  ca. 70
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Crescendo should eventually meet 
voice's dynamic marking 
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p mf pp p mp mf
Leggero q =  ca. 70 rit. q =  ca. 50
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Arioso q =  ca. 60
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rit. Languido q =  ca. 50
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Senza Misura
sf mp sf mp sf etc.



















There must always be a strong dynamic contrast 
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